
Years 3, 4 and 5 went 
to an interactive and 
unique performance at 
the Brook Theatre. 
The   children played 
the part of ‘Ground 
Control’ and helped 
decide the  future of 
a new  inhabitable  
planet—it’s laws and 
values.  The children 
used a giant project 
screen ‘Futuretron’ 
to speak to three  
astronauts on board 
a space  shuttle who 

were woken from 
a hypersleep 
from 1974!  The 
children really 
enjoyed the       
experience. 
Chocolate and 
pets were two 
popular choices 
to bring to the 
new planet! 

 

Year 3 have been busy making and eating their fruit kebabs . 

Our topic this term in 
fruit technology and we are 
looking at and trying different 
fruits. Year 6 have been learning 
how to make healthy hummus and      
coleslaw. Mrs Claxton 
 
 

Paint the Town Theatre and Arts Festival — 

Food Technology—Year 3 

“It was yummy in 
my tummy!” Bryn 



After an exhausting few days 
completing the 11+                
examinations, Year 6 enjoyed 
some creative Mathematics 
work by designing their own         
tessellated patterns.            

Tessellations are shapes and       
designs which are connected 
together with no gaps.  The 
children enjoyed exploring the 
previous years' work on this 
topic, as well as using the     
internet to discover new, 
unique designs!  All of the 
Year 6s have created stunning 
pieces of art to be displayed 

in Mrs  Platford's 
classroom and all  

children tackled 
the creative 
challenge with 
enthusiasm and 
enjoyment!   

 

 

 

Well done for all of your 
hard work during the 11+ 
tests, as well as in this      
different approach to   
Mathematics!  

Mrs  

Platford. 
 

Year 6’s Terrific Tessellations! 

On Friday 28th the Infants and Juniors 
held a cake sale in aid of Macmillan Cancer 
Support. Thank you to everyone who 
brought in cakes and money to buy cakes for 
this very worthy cause. A  particular thanks 
goes to Mrs D’Costa-Mottley (Inès’ mum ) 
for helping sell the cakes in the Infants.  
Total raised to be confirmed. 

 



** Please spread the word about our Open Day to your friends, family and colleagues by sharing 
our Facebook event Post and retweeting our advert about our Open Afternoon! Thank you! ** 

On Friday, the infant children 
had an  assembly talking about 
how to look after their about 
teeth. Mrs Reid read a love-
ly story about Mamba and 
the Crocodile Bird. Mamba 
learnt how important it is 
to keep her teeth clean  
after having tooth ache! 
Then, Mrs Dyne showed 
the children a video                   
clip from Colgate and the 

‘Tooth Defenders’.            We listened to a song 
about the rules of brushing our teeth and discussed the importance of  
dental hygiene. All the children in the infants went home with a sticker, 
a    Colgate tooth brush and tooth paste to be a Tooth Defender          
themselves! – Mrs Dyne 

The ‘Tooth Defenders’ at the Infants ! We should 
brush our 

teeth twice a 
day - Jadesola 

 

If you do not 
clean your 

teeth they will 
rot. - Billy 

 I have a 2    
minute timer 
to help me 
clean my 

teeth. – Elijah 
Year 1 

The crocodile had 
a bad mouth      
because he      

wouldn’t let the 
bird clean it. -  

Maria 

We must brush 
our teeth for two 
minutes to make 

sure they are 
clean. - Nozithelo 

 



Our British 
Values  
assembly this 
week, was 
about valuing 
the freedom 
that we have 
to have fun 
and learn 
more with 
our families, 
friends and 
the wider 
community.  

Children in preschool held up photos of themselves achieving. Jack was stroking a snake. Hughie 
was on his trampoline with his brothers. Caitlyn was sliding down a high slide. Inès was ice skating 
and Amelia was harnessed on a high trampoline at the sea side. All these experiences help the 
children gain confidence and more awareness of how great life is. Mrs Reid 

To enjoy the final glimmers of sunshine before the       
Autumn weather officially kicks in, the Year 4 children 
enjoyed their computing lesson outside focusing on Rings 
of Responsibility.  The children firstly discussed the 
meaning of being responsible which included ideas of, 
"being in charge of something" and "looking after       
something"  Mrs Platford then led the children outside to 
show them the Rings of Responsibility which included  
taking responsibility of yourself, your friends and family 
taking responsibility and the whole community being     
responsible.  Statements, which linked to E-safety, were 
then read out for the children to decide whose             
responsibility was it, for example: “whose responsibility is 
it to ensure your home address stays private when        
communicating online?”  “Whose responsibility is it to        
ensure no-one partakes in cyberbullying?” 

These statements lead to some       
fantastic discussion as well as the 
children learning about key aspects of 
how to stay safe when using electronic 
devices!  Amazing work Year 4 who 
were sensible  outside, as well as 
thoughtful and enthusiastic! By Mrs 
Platford 

British Values! 

Year 4 Rings of Responsibility 


